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Gridd is an ideal wire management solution for  
conference rooms and training rooms
Gridd’s innovative and revolutionary design incorporates:
 A  Lowest Profile - of any raised access floor available  (1.6” or 2.75”).
 A  High Capacity - Large cable capacity with organized channels for cable runs.
 A  All Steel - High durability and strength. Double 16 gauge zinc galvanized steel. 
 A  Efficient Installation - 1000 square feet per installer per day.
 A  Simplicity of Use - No tools required for access to power, voice and data cabling.
 A  Immediate ROI - Instant payback realized during turnover and re-configurations.
 A  Sustainable Design - GreenSpec listed; 100% recyclable, reusable, refundable.
 A  Addition by Subtraction - Eliminate power poles and exposed cabling.
 A  Rapid Depreciation - as equipment.

Gridd solves wire management challenges in conference rooms
Every corporate office building has conference rooms where colleagues gather to conduct business. Wire management can 
become a nightmare…we’ve all seen phone lines, cell phone chargers, projector cables and laptop power cords crisscrossing 
the room and table top, creating mass clutter and tripping hazards! There is a solution...it’s called Gridd! Gridd provides 
organized pathways under the floor, and floor boxes for power/voice/data connections; all in an aesthetically pleasing space 
without cables, extension cords and power strips all over the place!

Modern conference rooms often have high-technology wired conference tables with table-top phone, data and power 
connections. This solves part of the problem, though you still need to get cabling into the table. Gridd provides organized and 
concealed under floor raceways to power and connect the conference table, without having to cut trenches in the concrete. 



Flexibility and ease-of-use in training rooms 
In multi-use training rooms, layouts are changed daily. Tables, desks and chairs are on wheels for 
flexible set-up.  One day you’ll need a boardroom style, the next day a theatre, the next a horseshoe, 
etc. Gridd enables rapid layout changes, eliminating exposed cables from the wall. Modifications to the 
floor plan and cabling can be made in minutes instead of hours! No tools are required...to change the 
wiring, simply lift the modular floor covering and open cable channels by hand, new wires are installed 
in seconds instead of hours!

Connectivity where you need it
Floor boxes integrate into the Gridd system to provide power, voice and data connections. Our 1.6” ultra 
shallow box is the lowest available, any manufacturer’s 2 ½” box  will work in our 2.75” system.  
Add or relocate outlets for computers, phones, furniture...in minutes!

Maximum flexibility with minimum downtime 
Renovate your training room or conference room without shutting down your operation. Gridd is ideal 
for installing in phases, without noise, fumes, dust or debris...no disruption, allowing the rest of the 
facility to remain “open for business”. Gridd provides same-day renovation results! 

Excellent acoustics 
Gridd is ideal for acoustically sensitive applications. Gridd is virtually silent–footfall and sound travel are 
eliminated by the design of the system. You will not know you are walking on a raised access floor! 

Gridd–every conference and training room deserves this system!
 Top organizations like Comcast, ESPN, Johnson & Johnson, Vanguard Investments, and US Army (to name a few!) have 
installed Gridd in varied and critical applications. 

FreeAxez has quality representatives in your area who are available to demonstrate the Gridd low profile access floor 
system at your facility. Feel free to contact FreeAxez at 856-764-0400 to discuss how we might assist your organization 
in joining the growing family of clients who have made Gridd their wire management solution.
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Made in USA


